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Abstract
Information-processing biases may contribute to the intergenerational transmission of depression. There is growing evidence that children of depressed
mothers exhibit attentional biases for sad faces. However, findings are mixed as to whether this bias reflects preferential attention toward, versus attentional
avoidance of, sad faces, suggesting the presence of unmeasured moderators. To address these mixed findings, we focused on the potential moderating role of
genes associated with hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal axis reactivity. Participants included children (8–14 years old) of mothers with (n ¼ 81) and without
(n ¼ 81) a history of depression. Eye movements were recorded while children passively viewed arrays of angry, happy, sad, and neutral faces. DNA was
obtained from buccal cells. Children of depressed mothers exhibited more sustained attention to sad faces than did children of nondepressed mothers.
However, it is important that this relation was moderated by children’s genotype. Specifically, children of depressed mothers who carried reactive genotypes
across the corticotropin-releasing hormone type 1 receptor (CHRH1) TAT haplotype and FK506 binding protein 5 (FKBP5) rs1360780 (but not the
solute carrier family C6 member 4 [SLC6A4] of the serotonin transporter linked polymorphic region [5-HTTLPR]) exhibited less sustained attention to sad
faces and more sustained attention to happy faces. These findings highlight the role played by specific genetic influences and suggest that previous
mixed findings may have been due to genetic heterogeneity across the samples.

One of the strongest single risk factors for depression is a positive family history of depression. Children of depressed mothers
are 3–4 times more likely to meet criteria for a major depressive
disorder (MDD) by early adulthood than are individuals in the
general population (for reviews, see Goodman, 2007; Hammen,
2009). Approximately 40% of these children are expected to
meet criteria for MDD by age 20 and 60% by age 25 (Beardslee,
Versage, & Gladstone, 1998), compared to only approximately
16% of individuals under age 25 in the general population (Blazer, Kessler, McGonagle, & Swartz, 1994). There is also evidence that children of depressed, compared to nondepressed,
mothers have an earlier age of onset and more chronic course
of MDD (for reviews, see Goodman, 2007; Hammen, 2009).

Thus, it is important to understand why children of depressed
mothers are at such an increased risk for depression themselves.
The specific mechanisms involved in the intergenerational
transmission of depression likely involve a combination of cognitive, environmental, and genetic factors, with theorists suggesting that information-processing biases may serve as a key
pathway of risk in the intergenerational transmission of depression (Goodman, 2007; Gotlib & Colich, 2014). According to
cognitive models (e.g., Clark, Beck, & Alford, 1999), depression and depression risk are characterized by biases in attention
to, interpretation of, and memory for stimuli reflecting themes
of hopelessness and loss. There has been growing interest in
the role of attentional biases in depression, with research showing that currently and formerly depressed adults (Joormann &
Gotlib, 2007) and adolescents (Hankin, Gibb, Abela, & Flory,
2010) exhibit preferential attention specifically to sad faces but
not to other facial displays of emotion. Because the bias is primarily observed when using longer stimulus presentation durations, attentional biases in depression are thought to reflect difficulty disengaging attention from depression-relevant stimuli
once it has been captured rather than preferential initial orienting of attention (Gotlib & Joormann, 2010; Joormann, 2009).
More recently, researchers have begun to examine attentional
biases in children of depressed mothers to determine whether
they may serve as a mechanism of risk of the intergenerational
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transmission of depression. Consistent with studies in depressed
adults, these studies have shown that children of depressed
mothers exhibit attentional biases specifically for sad, but not
happy or angry, faces (Gibb, Benas, Grassia, & McGeary,
2009; Joormann, Talbot, & Gotlib, 2007; Kujawa et al.,
2011). However, the direction of bias observed in these children
was different across studies. Specifically, whereas two of the
studies (Joormann et al., 2007; Kujawa et al., 2011) observed
preferential attention toward sad faces in children of mothers
with a history of MDD, the other (Gibb et al., 2009) found evidence of attentional avoidance of sad facial stimuli. This latter
finding is consistent with what is observed in the infant literature, in which there is clear evidence that infants look less at
sad faces and more at happy faces (Montague & Walker-Andrews, 2001; Soken & Pick, 1999; Termine & Izard, 1988;
but also see Hunnius, de Wit, Vrins, & von Hofsten, 2011), a
tendency that is even stronger among infants of depressed
mothers (Hernandez-Reif, Field, Diego, Vera, & Pickens,
2006). In addition, infants of depressed mothers spend less
time looking at their mothers’ faces than do infants of nondepressed mothers (Boyd, Zayas, & McKee, 2006; Field, 1995).
Consistent with Gross’ (2014) theory regarding the role of attentional allocation as an early emotion regulation strategy, theorists have suggested that infants become upset following exposure to sad facial stimuli and then avert their gaze in an effort
to regulate their negative affect (e.g., Bistricky, Ingram, & Atchley, 2011; Termine & Izard, 1988). To date, however, no studies
of which we are aware have examined the link between emotion
regulation strategies and attentional biases in children. Consistent with the hypothesis that children of depressed mothers
are more reactive to the presentation of sad faces, there is evidence that children of depressed mothers exhibit heightened
cognitive–affective reactivity specifically to the presentation of
sad faces, but not other facial displays of emotion, in the form
of increased pupil dilation (Burkhouse, Siegle, & Gibb, 2014).
When seeking to understand the mixed findings in the literature on children of depressed mothers, it is important to
note how attentional biases were assessed in these studies.
Historically, attentional biases have been examined using a
probe detection task (cf. MacLeod, Mathews, & Tata,
1986), in which preferential attention for emotional faces
(e.g., sad vs. neutral) is inferred when participants’ reaction
times to the probe are faster when the probe appears in the location of the emotional face than in the location of the neutral
face. However, recently research has moved toward eye
movement paradigms that have the benefit of providing a continuous index of participants’ gaze patterns and that are less
prone to variation due to nonattentional factors such as motor
responsiveness (Eizenman et al., 2003). The typical structure
of these paradigms is that participants simply view an array of
emotional faces (angry, happy, sad, and neutral) presented
simultaneously on the screen for relatively long trials (e.g.,
20 s). Individuals’ attention to each face is estimated from
the duration of participants’ gaze position, where shifts in
gaze position are thought to closely follow shifts in attentional focus (cf. Corbetta et al., 1998). Relative differences
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in gaze durations across different facial expressions of emotion are interpreted as indicating an attentional bias for the
emotion represented (cf. Eizenman et al., 2003; Kellough,
Beevers, Ellis, & Wells, 2008). Consistent with the dot-probe
literature, findings from these studies have shown that depressed adults exhibit greater sustained attention to depression-relevant stimuli than do nondepressed controls (Eizenman et al., 2003; Kellough et al., 2008), with one study
suggesting that depressed adults also exhibited less sustained
attention to positive stimuli, than did a never depressed group
(Kellough et al., 2008). However, the one study that has focused on depressed children found the opposite pattern (Harrison & Gibb, in press). Specifically, currently depressed children looked more at happy and less at sad faces than did
children with no history of depression, which the authors
suggested could reflect an (unsuccessful) attempt to use attentional deployment as an emotion regulation strategy as described above (cf. Gross, 2014). No study of which we are
aware has directly assessed patterns of attentional deployment
using an eye tracker in this type of passive viewing task among
children of depressed mothers, leaving unanswered the question
of whether preferential attention versus attentional avoidance
would be observed in this at-risk population.
As noted above, research on attentional biases in children
of depressed mothers is consistent in suggesting the presence
of biased attention to sad faces. This research is also notable
for the strongly mixed findings regarding the direction of this
bias: preferential attention toward sad faces versus attentional
avoidance of sad faces. Whenever there are mixed findings
across studies, it suggests the presence of unmeasured moderating influences. With regard to information-processing biases, one influence that has been highlighted by theorists
and researchers is genetic variation. Approximately 40% of
the variance in depression risk is due to genetic factors (Sullivan, Neale, & Kendler, 2000), and there is growing interest
in integrating cognitive and genetic models of depression risk
to determine how variation in specific genes may increase
risk for the development of information-processing biases
(e.g., Beck, 2008; Gibb, Beevers, & McGreary, 2013).
Most of the research to date has focused on a functional polymorphism (serotonin transporter linked polymorphic region
[5-HTTLPR]) in the serotonin transporter gene (solute carrier
family C6, member 4 [SLC6A4]), and there is growing evidence that carriers of the lower expressing short or long
G (LG ) alleles, compared to those homozygous for the long
A (LA ) allele, exhibit attentional biases for affectively relevant stimuli, perhaps particularly if they have a history
of early life stress (for reviews, see Gibb et al., 2013; Pergamin-Hight, Bakermans-Kranenburg, van IJzendoorn, & BarHaim, 2012). Of particular relevance, there is evidence from
one study that children’s 5-HTTLPR genotype may moderate
the link between maternal depression and children’s attentional biases for sad faces, such that children carrying the
5-HTTLPR short or LG allele, but not those homozygous
for the LA allele, exhibit attentional avoidance of sad faces
(Gibb et al., 2009).
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Despite the promising results for 5-HTTLPR, it is clear that
depression risk is not limited to variation in any single gene,
even when focused on potential endophenotypes like attentional biases, and there is growing interest in examining aggregate levels of influence across multiple genes within a
given biological system. There is evidence for polygenic influences in psychiatric diseases such as schizophrenia and bipolar disorder from genomewide association studies (e.g., Patel et al., 2010; Purcell et al., 2009) as well as more focused
candidate gene approaches to studying narrowly defined biological pathways such as dopamine-related reward signaling
in ventral striatum (Nikolova, Ferrell, Manuck, & Hariri,
2011). For the current study, we focused on genes associated
with altered activity in the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal
(HPA) axis based on evidence that 5-HTTLPR acts, in part,
by increasing HPA axis reactivity to stress (for a review,
see Miller, Wankerl, Stalder, Kirschbaum, & Alexander,
2012). Specifically, in addition to 5-HTTLPR, we focused
on variation in two additional genes closely associated with
HPA axis function: a three-single nucleotide polymorphism
(SNP) haplotype (TAT) in the corticotropin-releasing hormone type 1 receptor (CRHR1) gene and an SNP in the
gene encoding FK506 binding protein 5 (FKBP5 rs1360780).
Following a stressor, corticotropin-releasing hormone is
released from the hypothalamus, causing adrenocoricotropin
to be released by the pituitary, which then causes glucocorticoids including cortisol to be synthesized and released by the
adrenal cortex. The CRHR1 gene codes for the corticotropinreleasing hormone receptor and variation in CRHR1 genotype
has been shown to affect the level of cortisol released in response to a laboratory-based stressor (Sheikh, Kryski, Smith,
Hayden, & Singh, 2013). There is evidence that three CRHR1
SNPs (rs7209436, rs110402, and rs242924) form a protective
TAT haplotype. Specifically, among individuals reporting a
history of childhood abuse, those with no copies of the protective TAT haplotype, compared to those carrying one or
two copies of the haplotype, reported significantly higher current depressive symptoms and greater risk for depression,
with risk appearing to decrease with each additional copy
of the TAT haplotype present (Bradley et al., 2008; Laucht
et al., 2013; Polanczyk et al., 2009). To our knowledge, however, no studies have examined the impact of the CRHR1 TAT
haplotype on children’s attentional biases.
The FKBP5 protein plays a key role in HPA axis activity
by regulating the sensitivity of the glucocorticoid receptor,
with higher levels of FKPB5 expression associated with
lower glucocorticoid activity (for a review, see Zannas & Binder, 2014). The FKBP5 rs1360780 T allele is associated with
greater FKBP5 expression and a prolonged cortisol response
to stress (Zannas & Binder, 2014). Because of these effects,
there has been growing interest in how FKBP5 rs1360780 genotype may moderate the impact of stress, particularly early
life stress, on later risk for psychiatric disorders. A number
of studies have now shown that, among individuals with a history of childhood abuse, carriers of the FKBP5 rs1360780 T
allele, compared to those homozygous for the C allele, are at
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increased risk for MDD (Zannas & Binder, 2014). It is important for the current study that there is evidence from one study
that carriers of the T allele also exhibit a stronger attentional
bias to threat-relevant stimuli than do those homozygous for
the C allele in a dot probe task (Fani et al., 2013). It should be
noted, however, that this study focused only on the main effect of genotype and did not examine the potential moderating role of family influences and also did not include sad
faces within the dot probe task.
Our goal in the current study, therefore, was to examine attentional biases in children of mothers with a history of MDD.
Seeking to address previous mixed findings in the literature,
we first examined the impact of mother MDD on children’s attentional biases independent of genotype. Consistent with eyetracking research demonstrating attentional avoidance in currently depressed children (Harrison & Gibb, in press), we predicted that children of mothers with a history of MDD during
the children’s lives would exhibit attentional avoidance of sad
faces during a passive viewing task. Next, building from previous research suggesting that variation in genes linked to
HPA axis reactivity may help to determine which children of
depressed mothers exhibit the strongest attentional biases
(Gibb et al., 2009), we examined the potential influence of
genes known to influence HPA axis reactivity to stress: 5HTTLPR, FKBP5 rs1360780, and CRHR1 TAT haplotype.
We predicted that children of depressed mothers carrying
more reactive genotypes (i.e., a greater number of 5-HTTLPR
short or LG alleles, a greater number of FKBP5 rs1360780 T
alleles, and a fewer number of copies of the “protective”
CRHR1 TAT haplotype) would exhibit greater attentional
avoidance of sad faces. In addition to examining variation
in these genes individually, we also examined aggregate
levels of influence across the genes. There is growing recognition that psychiatrically relevant phenotypes, including
information-processing biases, are likely impacted by the
combined influence of multiple genes acting together. One
method for examining these polygenic influences is to look
at aggregate levels of influence across the genes, summing
the number of “reactive” polymorphisms present (for a review, see Gibb et al., 2013). We predicted that this polygenic
reactivity score (PGRS) would explain a greater amount of the
variance in children’s attentional biases than would variation
in any single gene.
Method
Participants
A total of 239 mother–child dyads were recruited for this
study. Seventy-seven of these were excluded from analyses
due to insufficient data (i.e., completed less than eight trials
of the attention task), leaving us with a total of 162 mother–
child dyads for analysis. Included families did not differ significantly from excluded families based on mother or child
depression (lifetime or current diagnoses of MDD or current
depressive symptom levels) or demographic variables (child
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age or sex; all ps . .25). To qualify for the study, mothers
were required to either meet criteria for MDD during the
child’s lifetime according to the DSM-IV (American Psychiatric Association, 1994; n ¼ 81) or have no lifetime diagnosis
of any DSM-IV mood disorder and no current Axis I diagnosis (n ¼ 81). Exclusion criteria for both groups included a history of schizophrenia or other psychotic disorders, a history of
bipolar disorder, or alcohol or substance dependence within
the last 6 months. To participate in the study, children had
to be between the ages of 8 and 14 years, and only 1 child
per mother could participate. If more than 1 child in this
age range was available, 1 child was chosen at random to participate. There were no diagnostic exclusion criteria for children. For the children in our sample, the average age was
10.99 years (SD ¼ 1.92), 49.7% were female, and 85.5%
were Caucasian. The average age of mothers in our sample
was 40.95 years (SD ¼ 6.97), and 92.4% were Caucasian.
The median annual family income was $50,001–55,000. Participant characteristics are presented separately for each
mother MDD group in Table 1.
Measures
The Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Axis I Disorders (SCID-I; First, Spitzer, Gibbon, & Williams, 1995) and
the Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia
for School-Age Children—Present and Lifetime Version
(K-SADS-PL; Kaufman et al., 1997) were used to assess
for current DSM-IVAxis I disorders in mothers and their children, respectively. The SCID-I and K-SADS-PL were administered by separate interviewers. For the K-SADS-PL,
mothers and children were interviewed separately. As noted
above, 81 mothers met criteria for MDD during their child’s
life (15 met criteria for current MDD). In terms of children’s
diagnoses, 10 met criteria for a lifetime diagnosis of MDD

Table 1. Demographic characteristics

Sex (% female)
Age mean (SD)
SLC6A4 (5-HTTLPR)
S′ S′
S′ L′
L′ L′
CRHR1 (copies of TAT)
0
1
2
FKBP5 (rs1360780)
TT
CT
CC

Children of
Depressed
Mothers
(n ¼ 81)

Children of
Nondepressed
Mothers
(n ¼ 81)

49.38
10.89 (1.94)

50.62
11.11 (1.88)

13
49
19

16
48
17

34
39
8

32
37
12

10
26
45

11
32
38

(9 of whom had a mother with a history of MDD). To assess
interrater reliability, a subset of 20 SCID and K-SADS interviews from this project were coded by a second interviewer
and kappa coefficients for MDD diagnoses in mothers and
children were excellent (all ks ¼ 1.00).
Mothers’ and children’s symptoms of depression were assessed using the Beck Depression Inventory—II (BDI-II;
Beck, Steer, Ball, & Ranieri, 1996) and Children’s Depression Inventory (CDI; Kovacs, 1981), respectively. Numerous
studies have supported the reliability and validity of both
measures (Beck et al., 1996; Kovacs, 1981, 1985; Smucker,
Craighead, Craighead, & Green, 1986). In the current study,
both the BDI-II and the CDI exhibited good internal consistency (as ¼ 0.94 and 0.85, respectively).
Children’s attentional biases for facial displays of emotion
were assessed using a passive viewing task that quantified
continuous gaze patterns over a relatively long (20 s) freeviewing trial. The passive viewing task was programmed
and run using E-prime (Version 2). A 24-in. Tobii T60XL
eye-tracking monitor (60-Hz data rate, 1920  1200 pixels)
was used to display stimuli and record eye movements using
infrared Pupil Centre Corneal Reflection, which illuminates
the eye and calculates gaze direction in relation to the monitor
location, with gaze data accurate to 0.58 with an error (drift) of
0.18. Each participant sat 65 cm from the monitor during the
passive-viewing task. Before each session, participants completed a 5-point calibration of the eye tracker where they were
asked to look at specific points at the center and corners of the
monitor. Accuracy was confirmed by visual inspection of
fixations recorded during the calibration procedure. The
task consisted of four faces, 13 cm high (178 visual angle)
 12 cm wide (88 visual angle), and arrayed in a 2  2 grid
on screen (i.e., upper left, upper right, lower left, lower right).
There was 20 cm (198 visual angle) between the center of
each stimulus horizontally and 16 cm vertically (258 visual
angle). Facial stimuli for this task were drawn from the Karolinska Directed Emotional Faces (Calvo & Lundqvist,
2008; Lundqvist, Flykt, & Ohman, 1998) stimulus set consisting of adult actors exhibiting angry, happy, sad, and neutral facial expressions. Stimuli were presented in their original
color and were cropped of nonfacial features (e.g., hair, neck
and shoulders) using an ovaled mask. Each trial started with a
fixation cross presented for 1 s, followed by the appearance of
four faces from the same actor representing angry, happy, sad,
and neutral expressions that were presented for 20 s. In each
trial, faces depicting each emotion were presented randomly
in each of the four different quadrants and each emotional expression occurred with equal frequency in all four quadrants.
The task consisted of a total of 16 trials (8 with female actors,
8 with male actors). Participants were asked to freely view the
stimuli and maintain their attention on the screen for the entire
time. Attentional allocation during each trial was measured as
gaze durations lasting greater than or equal 100 ms in each of
the face locations. In line with previous studies (Kellough
et al., 2008; Harrison & Gibb, in press), gaze data was divided
into 4-s epochs (5 total) in each trial and the proportion of
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time (i.e., gaze duration) participants looked at each face
within each epoch was calculated, which allowed us to test
for potential changes in the trajectories of attentional allocation across the duration of each trial. Gaze proportions in each
epoch were calculated by dividing participants’ gaze duration
for each facial emotion type by the gaze duration for all faces
and then averaged across trials.
Finally, children’s DNA was collected and isolated from
buccal cells using established methods (Freeman et al., 1997;
Lench, Stanier, & Williamson, 1988). For 5-HTTLPR, the short
alleles were assayed using previously reported methods (Pooley, Houston, Hawton, & Harrison, 2003), and the rs25531
SNP genotypes (LA vs. LG ) were obtained using a combination
of published methods. Specifically, the primers used for polymerase chain reaction were those reported in Hu et al. (2005),
and the MspI restriction site protocol follows Wendland, Martin, Kruse, Lesch, and Murphy (2006). Samples were analyzed
on an ABI PRISMw 3130xl Sequencer. Coding for the number
of lower expressing (short or LG ) alleles present yielded three
groups: short0 short0 (S0 S0 ; children with 2 copies of the lower
expressing alleles; n ¼ 29), S0 L0 (children with 1 copy of the
lower expressing allele; n ¼ 97), and L0 L0 (children homozygous for the LA allele; n ¼ 36). The results of an exact test
for Hardy–Weinberg proportions using Markov chain–Monte
Carlo implementation (Engels, 2009; Guo & Thompson,
1992) indicate that our observed genotype frequencies do not
differ from Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium ( p ¼ .0647 + .0003).
For CRHR1, three SNPs were genotyped (rs7209436,
rs110402, and rs242924) that form a T-A-T haplotype (Bradley
et al., 2008; Polanczyk et al., 2009). The Taqman assay IDs for
rs7209436, rs110402, and rs242924 were C___1570087_10,
C___2544843_10, and C___2257689_10, respectively. The
three CRHR1 polymorphisms were genotyped using a fluorogenic 50 nuclease (Taqman, Applied Biosystems, Foster City,
CA) method involving reagents (VICTM and FAMTM ), labeled
probes, and TaqManw Universal PCR Master Mix without
AMPerasew UNG) obtained from Applied Biosystems
(ABI). Genotype determination was performed using primers
purchased from ABI or Integrated DNA Technologies (Coralville, IA). Genotypes were obtained using an ABI Prism
7300 Sequence Detection System using both absolute quantification and allelic discrimination modes (Livak, Flood, Marmaro, Giusti, & Deetz, 1995). All markers were found to be
in Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium using default parameters in
Haploview ( p , .001; Barrett, 2009). In order to (a) maximize
the amount of information provided by the multiple markers,
and (b) circumvent loss of power due to multiple testing, we utilized all of the available SNP data to identify haplotype blocks
(i.e., the combinations of SNP markers that are statistically associated). Haploview was used to visualize haplotype blocks
(Barrett, 2009; Barrett, Fry, Maller, & Daly, 2005). Marker to
marker D0 correlations were as follows: rs7209436 –
rs110402 ¼ 0.95, rs7209436 – rs242924 ¼ 0.88, rs110402 –
rs242924 ¼ 0.93. Haplotypes for both chromosomes were
then confirmed and extracted using PHASE (Version 2.1; Stephens & Donnelly, 2003; Stephens, Smith, & Donnelly, 2001),
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requiring that the probability of a haplotype be greater than or
equal to 0.80. PHASE haplotypes were used to construct diplotypes (i.e., combination of haplotypes across the pair of homologous chromosomes) that were used in the regression analyses.
CRHR1 was coded as the number of copies of the protective
TAT haplotype that were present: 0 (n ¼ 66), 1 (n ¼ 76), and
2 (n ¼ 20).
Finally, FKBP5 (rs1360780) was genotyped following the
procedures used for CRHR1 SNPs above. The Taqman assay
ID for rs1360780 was C___8852038_10. Coding for the
number of T alleles present yielded the following three
groups: TT (n ¼ 21), CT (n ¼ 58), and CC (n ¼ 83). Results
of an exact test for Hardy–Weinberg proportions using Markov chain–Monte Carlo implementation (Engels, 2009; Guo
& Thompson, 1992) yielded a p value of .0436 + .0002, suggesting the presence of excess homozygosity in our sample.
Procedure
Potential participants were recruited from the community
through a variety of means (e.g., television, newspaper and
bus ads, and flyers). Mothers responding to the recruitment advertisements were initially screened over the phone to determine
potential eligibility. Upon arrival at the laboratory, mothers
were asked to provide informed consent and children were
asked to provide assent to be in the study. Next, children completed the passive-viewing task. During this time, the mother
was administered the K-SADS-PL by a trained interviewer.
After completing the K-SADS-PL with the mother, the same
interviewer then administered the K-SADS-PL to the child.
While children were being administered the K-SADS-PL, the
mother was then administered the SCID-I by a separate interviewer. Finally, mothers completed the BDI-II and children
completed the CDI. Families were compensated a total of $75
for their participation in this part of the study. The project was
approved by the university’s Institutional Review Board.
Analysis plan
Analyses proceeded in three stages. In the first stage, we examined the effects of mother MDD group independent of child
genotype to provide a more direct comparison with other studies that have not considered specific genetic influences (e.g.,
Joormann et al., 2007; Kujawa et al., 2011). In the second
stage, we examined the moderating impact of each gene separately. Because we were primarily focused on evaluating the
PGRS (sum of reactive alleles/haplotypes present across multiple polymorphisms), models were tested using a linear, additive model of genetic influence. In the third stage, any single
genes exhibiting the predicted effects in Stage 2 were then
combined into a single PGRS to evaluate their combined influence. The PGRS was created by summing the number of copies of reactive alleles/haplotypes present across each of the
genes. For each analysis stage, the dependent variable was
the proportion of gaze duration for each of the four facial expressions calculated separately for each epoch.
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Results
Descriptive statistics for the proportion of gaze duration are
presented in Table 2, and are presented separately by emotion,
epoch, and mother MDD group. Next, focusing on the role of
maternal MDD history independent of child genotype, we examined patterns of attentional allocation during the passiveviewing task using a 2 (mother MDD: yes, no)4 (emotion:
angry, happy, sad, neutral)  5 (epoch: 1–5) linear mixed
model with proportion of gaze duration scores serving as
the dependent variable. There was a significant main effect
of emotion, F (3, 1117.09) ¼ 75.79, p , .001, which was
qualified by a significant Mother MDD  Emotion interaction, F (3, 1117.09) ¼ 5.56, p ¼ .001. Neither the main effect
of mother MDD nor any of the effects involving epoch were
significant (lowest p ¼ .19). Examining the form of the
Mother MDD  Emotion interaction, we tested for mother
MDD differences within each emotion separately. We found
significant mother MDD differences in children’s sustained
attention to sad, F (1, 156.49) ¼ 4.22, p ¼ .04, but not angry,
F (1, 154.28) ¼ 1.70, p ¼ .20, happy, F (1, 156.49) ¼ 2.72, p
¼ .10, or neutral, F (1, 155.81) ¼ 0.05, p ¼ .82, faces. However, contrary to our predictions, children of depressed
mothers showed greater attention to sad faces (Mproportion ¼
0.23, SE ¼ 0.01) than did children of nondepressed mothers
(Mproportion ¼ 0.21, SE ¼ 0.01).
We then examined the impact of children’s 5-HTTLPR,
CRHR1, and FKBP5 genotypes. Focusing on 5-HTTLPR,
we found a significant 5-HTTLPRMother MDDEmotion
interaction, F (3, 1146.40) ¼ 6.06, p , .001. Examining the

form of this interaction, we found that the 5-HTTLPREmotion interaction was significant among children of depressed
mothers, F (3, 577.55) ¼ 5.96, p ¼ .001, but not among children of nondepressed mothers, F (3, 561.42) ¼ 1.28, p ¼ .28.
Examining this further, however, 5-HTTLPR genotype was
not significantly related to sustained attention for any specific
emotion type among children of depressed mothers: angry, t
(77.73) ¼ –1.95, p ¼ .06, reffect size ¼ –.22, happy, t (75.62) ¼
1.34, p ¼ .18, reffect size ¼ .15, sad, t (76.88) ¼ –0.05, p ¼ .96,
reffect size ¼ –.006, or neutral, t (75.28) ¼ –0.08, p ¼ .94,
reffect size ¼ –.009.
Focusing next on the CRHR1 TAT haplotype, we again
found a significant interaction with children’s genotype:
CRHR1  Mother MDD Emotion, F (3, 1151.10) ¼ 4.03, p
¼ .007. Examining the form of this interaction, we found that
the CRHR1 Emotion interaction was significant among children of depressed mothers, F (3, 583.29) ¼ 6.10, p , .001, but
not among children of nondepressed mothers, F (3, 561.53) ¼
1.90, p ¼ .33. Examining this further, we found that among
children of depressed mothers, the number of copies of the
CRHR1 TAT haplotype present was associated with children’s
sustained attention to happy, t (76.25) ¼ –2.03, p ¼ .04,
reffect size ¼ –.23, and sad, t (76.97) ¼ 2.17, p ¼ .03, reffect size
¼ .24, faces but not angry, t (77.17) ¼ 1.42, p ¼ .16,
reffect size ¼ .16, or neutral, t (75.58) ¼ –0.67, p ¼ .51,
reffect size ¼ .08, faces. As can be seen in Figure 1, children of
depressed mothers with fewer copies of the protective
CRHR1 TAT attended more to happy faces and less to sad faces.
Similar results were obtained when we looked at FKBP5.
Specifically, we found a significant FKBP5Mother MDD

Table 2. Means (standard deviations) for children’s attentional allocation (raw and proportion gaze
duration) by emotion, epoch, and maternal major depressive disorder history
Children of Depressed Mothers
Emotion
Angry

Happy

Sad

Neutral

Epoch

Raw Gaze

1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5

0.83 (0.28)
0.96 (0.36)
0.97 (0.36)
1.03 (0.40)
1.02 (0.36)
0.84 (0.31)
1.09 (0.43)
1.18 (0.45)
1.11 (0.42)
1.09 (0.43)
0.71 (0.22)
0.96 (0.32)
0.93 (0.32)
0.90 (0.35)
0.89 (0.36)
0.69 (0.27)
0.90 (0.31)
0.88 (0.34)
0.94 (0.41)
0.97 (0.38)

Proportion Gaze
0.27
0.25
0.24
0.26
0.26
0.27
0.28
0.30
0.28
0.27
0.23
0.25
0.24
0.23
0.22
0.22
0.23
0.22
0.24
0.24

(0.09)
(0.09)
(0.10)
(0.11)
(0.10)
(0.10)
(0.11)
(0.11)
(0.12)
(0.13)
(0.08)
(0.10)
(0.08)
(0.09)
(0.09)
(0.08)
(0.09)
(0.10)
(0.11)
(0.10)

Children of Nondepressed Mothers
Raw Gaze

Proportion Gaze

0.80 (0.29)
0.98 (0.34)
0.98 (0.39)
1.00 (0.40)
0.93 (0.40)
0.93 (0.35)
1.20 (0.53)
1.24 (0.55)
1.25 (0.61)
1.24 (0.60)
0.71 (0.27)
0.86 (0.35)
0.82 (0.36)
0.82 (0.32)
0.81 (0.38)
0.70 (0.27)
0.90 (0.33)
0.94 (0.44)
0.94 (0.37)
0.99 (0.51)

0.26 (0.08)
0.25 (0.08)
0.25 (0.11)
0.25 (0.11)
0.23 (0.11)
0.30 (0.13)
0.30 (0.14)
0.31 (0.14)
0.31 (0.16)
0.31 (0.15)
0.22 (0.08)
0.22 (0.09)
0.20 (0.09)
0.20 (0.08)
0.20 (0.10)
0.22 (0.09)
0.23 (0.08)
0.24 (0.11)
0.24 (0.10)
0.25 (0.13)
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Figure 1. Summary of analyses showing sustained attention to (left) happy and (right) sad faces among children of mothers with a history of
major depressive disorder as a function of CRHR1 TAT haplotype.

Emotion interaction, F (3, 1148.25) ¼ 5.41, p ¼ .001. Examining the form of this interaction, we found that the FKBP5
Emotion interaction was significant among children of depressed mothers, F (3, 580.39) ¼ 7.66, p , .001, but not
among children of nondepressed mothers, F (3, 560.77) ¼
0.92, p ¼ .43. Examining this further, we found that among
children of depressed mothers, the number of FKBP5 T alleles present was associated with children’s sustained attention to happy, t (74.81) ¼ 2.17, p ¼ .03, reffect size ¼ .24,
and sad, t (76.81) ¼ –2.19, p ¼ .03, reffect size ¼ –.24, faces
but not angry, t (77.05) ¼ –1.06, p ¼ .29, reffect size ¼ .12,
or neutral, t (75.30) ¼ 0.10, p ¼ .92, reffect size ¼ .01, faces.
As can be seen in Figure 2, children of depressed mothers
with an increasing number of FKBP5 T alleles attended
more to happy faces and less to sad faces.
Given the significant results observed for CRHR1 and
FKBP5, we then created a PGRS by summing the number
of reactive alleles across both polymorphisms to determine
whether the PGRS could account for more variance in children’s attentional biases than either polymorphism alone. Because the CRHR1 TAT haplotype is protective, the number of
copies of the TAT haplotype present was reversed scored
prior to creating the PGRS. Scores on the PGRS ranged
from 0 to 4 in both groups and were normally distributed
for children of mothers with a history of MDD (skew: z ¼
1.82, kurtosis: z ¼ –0.87) and for children of mothers without
a history of depression (skew: z ¼ –0.08, kurtosis: z ¼ –0.87;
please see Table 3 for additional details). In these analyses,
we found a significant PGRS  Mother MDD  Emotion interaction, F (3, 1151.84) ¼ 9.48, p , .001. Examining the

form of this interaction, we found that the PGRS  Emotion
interaction was significant among children of depressed
mothers, F (3, 585.26) ¼ 13.73, p , .001, but not among
children of nondepressed mothers, F (3, 560.74) ¼ 1.65, p
¼ .18. Examining this further, we found that among children
of depressed mothers, the PGRS (i.e., number of more reactive alleles present across CRHR1 and FKBP5) was associated with children’s sustained attention to happy, t (75.27)
¼ 3.02, p ¼ .003, reffect size ¼ .33, and sad, t (76.95) ¼
–3.05, p ¼ .003, reffect size ¼ –.33, faces but not angry, t
(76.94) ¼ –1.76, p ¼ .08, reffect size ¼ –.20, or neutral, t
(75.45) ¼ 0.52, p ¼ .61, reffect size ¼ .06, faces. As can be
seen in Figure 3, children of depressed mothers with a higher
PGRS attended more to happy faces and less to sad faces.1
Although we also examined the link between children’s
lifetime history of MDD and their attentional biases, none
1. Analyses including 5-HTTLPR (number of short or LG alleles) in the
PGRS yielded findings almost identical to those obtained with 5-HTTLPR
omitted. Specifically, we found a significant PGRS  Mother MDD 
Emotion interaction, F (3, 1152.88) ¼ 10.85, p , .001. The PGRSEmotion interaction was significant among children of depressed mothers, F
(3, 586.10) ¼ 16.60, p , .001, but not among children of nondepressed
mothers, F (3, 560.89) ¼ 1.01, p ¼ .39. Among children of depressed
mothers, a higher PGRS (i.e., higher number of more reactive alleles/haplotypes across CRHR1 TAT haplotype, FKBP5 rs1360780, and SCL6A4
5-HTTLPR) was associated with children’s increased sustained attention
to happy faces, t (74.86) ¼ 3.50, p ¼ .001, reffect size ¼ .38, and decreased
attention to both sad, t (76.98) ¼ –2.65, p ¼ .01, reffect size ¼ –.29, and angry, t (77.30) ¼ –2.66, p ¼ .01, reffect size ¼ –.29, faces. There was no significant relation with attention to neutral faces, t (75.42) ¼ 0.40, p ¼ .69,
reffect size ¼ .05, faces.
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Figure 2. Summary of analyses showing sustained attention to happy (left) and sad (right) faces among children of mothers with a history of
major depressive disorder as a function of FKBP5 rs1360780 genotype.

of the main effects or interactions was significant (lowest
p ¼ .30). However, children’s attentional bias scores for
sad faces were significantly related to their current depressive
symptom levels. Specifically, statistically controlling for the
influence of mother MDD, we examined the influence of children’s current symptoms of depression (CDI) on sustained attention and found a significant three-way CDI  Emotion 
Epoch interaction, F (12, 575.88) ¼ 2.13, p ¼ .01. The
CDI  Epoch interaction was significant for sad faces, F (4,
278.47) ¼ 4.10, p ¼ .003, but not happy, angry, or neutral
faces (lowest p ¼ .11). Increased symptoms of depression
was associated with decreased attention to sad faces at relatively later time points within each trial, specifically within
Epoch 4, t (159) ¼ –2.40, p ¼ .01 reffect size ¼ –.18, and Epoch
5, t (159) ¼ –2.79, p ¼ .006, reffect size ¼ –.21, but not Epoch 1,
Table 3. Polygenic reactivity score distribution by
maternal history of depression
Mother
Lifetime MDD
Genotype

Allele/Haplotype

Yes

No

CRHR1 & FKBP5

0
1
2
3
4

2
31
27
16
5

8
19
31
18
5

t (159) ¼ 0.76, p ¼ .45, reffect size ¼ .06, Epoch 2, t (159) ¼
1.74, p ¼ .08, reffect size ¼ .14, or Epoch 3, t (159) ¼ –0.55,
p ¼ .58, reffect size ¼ –.04. These results suggest that children
exhibiting higher current symptoms of depression exhibited increased attentional avoidance of sad faces the longer the stimuli
set was on the screen. None of the effects of children’s depression (diagnoses or symptoms) on attentional biases was significantly moderated by children’s genotype (lowest p ¼ .17).
A series of follow-up analyses were then conducted to determine the robustness of these effects. First, to determine if
the results were due simply to the presence of current depression in the mothers, we reconducted all of the analyses excluding dyads in which the mother met criteria for current
MDD and statistically controlling for mothers’ current depressive symptom levels. Excluding child genotype from
the model, we found that although the mother MDD  Emotion interaction remained significant, F (3, 1031.68) ¼ 4.71, p
¼ .003, the follow-up mother MDD group difference in sustained attention to sad faces was reduced to nonsignificant, F
(1, 141.03) ¼ 2.89, p ¼ .09. In contrast, the PGRS results
were maintained including the overall three-way PGRS 
Mother MDD  Emotion interaction, F (3, 1032.76) ¼
10.21, p , .001, the two-way PGRS  Emotion interaction
among children of depressed mothers, F (3, 464.64) ¼
13.95, p , .001, but not among children of nondepressed
mothers, F (3, 557.75) ¼ 1.65, p ¼ .17, and, finally, the significant the main effect of PGRS among children of depressed mothers on children’s sustained attention to happy,
t (60.82) ¼ 2.86, p ¼ .006, reffect size ¼ .34, and sad,
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Figure 3. Summary of analyses showing sustained attention to happy (left) and sad (right) faces among children of mothers with a history of
major depressive disorder as a function of children’s polygenic reactivity score (sum of reactive alleles/haplotypes across CRHR1 and FKBP5).

t (61.93) ¼ –2.59, p ¼ .01, reffect size ¼ –31, faces. Second, to
determine whether current results would still be observed in
at-risk children prior to them developing depression themselves, we reconducted the analyses while both excluding
children with current or past MDD and statistically controlling for children’s current depressive symptom levels. Excluding child genotype from the model, the mother MDD results were maintained including the Mother MDDEmotion
interaction, F (3, 1071.98) ¼ 5.31, p ¼ .001, and the main effect of mother MDD group on sustained attention to sad
faces, F (1, 145.69) ¼ 5.68, p ¼ .02. In addition, all of
the PGRS results were maintained, including the overall
three-way PGRS  Mother MDD  Emotion interaction,
F (3, 1074.17) ¼ 7.79, p , .001, the two-way PGRSEmotion interaction among children of depressed mothers, F (3,
513.65) ¼ 11.98, p , .001, but not among children of nondepressed mothers, F (3, 552.52) ¼ 1.46, p ¼ .22, and, finally, the significant the main effect of PGRS among children
of depressed mothers on children’s sustained attention to
happy, t (65.10) ¼ 2.60, p ¼ .01, reffect size ¼ .31, and sad, t
(66.75) ¼ –3.29, p ¼ .002, reffect size ¼ –.37, faces. Third,
given potential concerns about population stratification, we
reconducted the genetic analyses focusing only on Caucasians in the sample. All of the PGRS results were maintained,
including the overall three-way PGRSMother MDDEmotion interaction, F (3, 969.67) ¼ 9.01, p , .001, the two-way
PGRS  Emotion interaction among children of depressed
mothers, F (3, 453.00) ¼ 11.72, p , .001, but not among
children of nondepressed mothers, F (3, 511.63) ¼ 1.70, p

¼ .17, and, finally, the significant the main effect of PGRS
among children of depressed mothers on children’s sustained
attention to happy, t (59.35) ¼ 2.74, p ¼ .008, reffect size ¼ .34,
and sad, t (57.69) ¼ –2.58, p ¼ .01, reffect size ¼ –.32, faces.
Discussion
The primary goal of this study was to clarify previous mixed
findings regarding the nature of attentional biases in children
of depressed mothers. Specifically, although research has
consistently shown that children of depressed mothers exhibit
attentional biases for sad facial stimuli, some studies have
suggested that this bias reflects preferential attention toward
sad faces (Joormann et al., 2007; Kujawa et al., 2011),
whereas others have found evidence of attentional avoidance
(Gibb et al., 2009). The current results suggest that children’s
genotype makes an important contribution to the nature of the
bias observed in children of depressed mothers. Specifically,
ignoring genetic influences, we found that children of
mothers with a history of MDD during the child’s life exhibited greater sustained attention specifically to sad, but not
happy, angry, or neutral, faces. This replicates what has
been observed in previous research examining the effects of
maternal depression independent of child genotype (Joormann et al., 2007; Kujawa et al., 2011). Of importance, however, this effect was moderated by variation in two genes
associated with HPA axis reactivity. Children of depressed
mothers who carried fewer copies of the protective CRHR1
TAT haplotype or more copies of the FKBP5 rs1360780
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T allele exhibited less sustained attention to sad faces and
more sustained attention to happy faces. In addition, supporting the utility of examining aggregate levels of influence
across multiple genes, a PGRS incorporating the number of
reactive alleles across both genes accounted for approximately twice as much variance in children of depressed
mothers’ attentional biases for both sad and happy faces
(11%) compared to either gene alone (5% to 6%). These findings were maintained when we excluded dyads in which the
mother met criteria for current MDD and statistically controlled for mothers’ current depressive symptom levels, suggesting that the effects are not simply a statelike correlate of
mothers’ current depression. The findings were also maintained when we excluded children with a lifetime history of
MDD and statistically controlled for children’s current depressive symptoms, suggesting the effects are present prior
to the onset of depression in the children.
These results have a number of potentially important implications for understanding mechanisms of risk in the intergenerational transmission of depression and for cognitive
models of depression more generally. According to current
cognitive models of depression (e.g., Clark, Beck, & Alford,
1999), depressed and at-risk individuals are hypothesized to
exhibit an attentional bias specifically for depression-relevant
stimuli such as sad faces, particularly deficits in the ability to
disengage attention from these stimuli. This hypothesis has
been supported in a number of studies in adults using reaction-time and eye-tracking indices of attentional biases (for
reviews, see Armstrong & Olatunji, 2012; Gotlib & Joormann, 2010). In contrast, a recent eye-tracking study showed
that currently depressed children tend to avoid looking at sad
faces and look more at happy faces (Harrison & Gibb, in
press). This latter result is more consistent with the infant literature in which sad and at-risk infants tend to avert their gaze
from sad faces (Boyd et al., 2006; Field, 1995; Termine &
Izard, 1988). Building from broader theories of emotion regulation (e.g., Gross, 2014) in which attentional deployment is
highlighted as a key early mechanism of emotion regulation,
one could propose a developmental progression in which (a)
at-risk infants are able to avert their gaze from sad faces to effectively regulate their mood; (b) depressed and at-risk children are able to avert their gaze from sad faces but this is
no longer sufficient to effectively regulate their mood (perhaps because of more covert processes such as rumination
that effectively keep them from fully disengaging); and (c)
depressed adults are no longer able to avert their gaze from
sad faces, leading to the consistent finding of increased sustained attention to sad faces in the adult literature. As such,
attentional biases may serve different functions or may have
different underlying mechanisms in children versus adults.
Exactly how to integrate observations of attentional avoidance in at-risk individuals within broader cognitive models
of depression will necessitate further research. Specifically,
studies are needed to examine children’s neural and physiological reactivity to the presentation of sad faces, how this reactivity may be modulated by different patterns of attentional
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allocation (e.g., engagement vs. disengagement), and how
this may change across development.
As noted previously, the direction of attentional biases in
children of depressed mothers has remained unclear, with
studies finding evidence of preferential attention (Joormann
et al., 2007; Kujawa et al., 2011) and attentional avoidance
(Gibb et al., 2009). One factor that has been proposed to account for this difference in findings is that a sad mood induction was used in Joormann et al. (2007) and Kujawa et al.
(2011) but not in Gibb et al. (2009). However, the degree
of attentional avoidance of sad faces was directly related to
children’s current symptoms of depression in both Gibb
et al. (2009) and in the current study, suggesting that current
mood state is not driving the difference in findings. In addition, in the current study, preferential attention to sad faces
was observed among children of depressed mothers (i.e.,
when we collapsed across all children and did not take into
account the influence of CRHR1 or FKBP5, despite the absence of any mood induction and the use of a passive viewing
task rather than the dot probe). Therefore, a mood induction
may not be necessary to observe attentional biases in at-risk
children. To definitively test this hypothesis, studies are
needed that assess children’s attentional biases before and
after a negative mood induction. Pending this type of study,
the current results suggest that previous mixed findings
may have been due in part to genetic variation in the samples
studied. That is, in the current study, we found that the degree
of attention allocated to sad versus happy faces among children of depressed mothers varied as a function of their genotypes for the CRHR1 TAT haplotype and FKPB5 rs1360780,
such that children with genotypes associated with greater
HPA axis reactivity exhibited less attention to sad faces and
more attention to happy faces. This pattern of findings is consistent with emotion regulation models of attentional deployment (Gross, 2014) in that more genetically reactive children
may avert their gaze from emotionally aversive images (sad
faces) and direct their gaze toward happy faces in an effort
to regulate negative affect. Although this may be adaptive
in the short term, there is evidence that the degree to which
children exhibit attentional avoidance of sad faces predicts increased risk for depression in the future, particularly if they
carry a reactive genotype (Gibb et al., 2009). In this light,
we should note that one of the studies that has found evidence
of preferential attention toward sad faces in children of depressed mothers focused on 8- to 14-year-old daughters of
mothers with a history of recurrent MDD but who had no history of psychopathology themselves (Joormann et al., 2009),
raising the possibility that they may represent a particularly
resilient sample.
The current results are also consistent with a growing literature indicating that atypical HPA axis functioning
may precede the emergence of depression in children of depressed mothers (see Guerry & Hastings, 2011; LopezDuran, Kovacs, & George, 2009, for reviews). The CRHR1
and FKBP5 genotypes are functionally associated with the initiation and conclusion of the HPA axis stress response, re-
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spectively (Binder, 2009; Gunnar & Vazquez, 2006). This
study is the first of which we are aware to examine the impact
of CRHR1 and FKBP5 genotypes on attentional biases in
children. Although our results are consistent with the hypothesis that HPA axis disruption plays an important role in the
development of attentional biases in children of depressed
mothers, additional research is needed to more definitively
test this hypothesis. This research should focus on multiwave
longitudinal designs so that developmental trajectories in attentional bias can be examined. Research is also needed to
provide a direct examination of HPA axis outputs (e.g., cortisol) on changes in children’s attentional biases. Future studies
will need to be conducted to further examine the influence
these genes may have in the intergenerational transmission
of depression.
Despite the strong and consistent results obtained for
CRHR1 and FKBP5, no significant results were observed for
5-HTTLPR, which fails to replicate previous findings (e.g.,
Gibb et al., 2009). The current study used similar inclusion/exclusion criteria as that used in Gibb et al. (2009) but used a different task (passive viewing vs. dot probe), which may have
contributed to the variation in results. In this light, we should
note that a number of studies have now documented the effect
of 5-HTTLPR genotype on attentional biases using the dot
probe task (for a meta-analytic review, see Pergamin-Hight
et al., 2012). However, ours is the first study of which we are
aware to examine the impact of 5-HTTLPR using a passive
viewing paradigm. It is possible that task-related differences
(e.g., stimulus presentation time and free viewing versus probe
detection) may have contributed to the variation in results. Additional research is needed, therefore, to determine the role that
5-HTTLPR genotype may play in the development of attentional biases, whether as a main effect, interacting with environmental influences, or in combination with other genetic influences (aggregate or epistatic).
The current study exhibited a number of strengths, including the use of diagnostic interviews to characterize
mothers and children, and the focus on aggregate levels of
influence across multiple genes known to influence HPA
axis reactivity. In particular, the use of eye tracking rather
than reaction times was shown to be useful in clarifying
the nature children’s attentional biases. Further research exploring children’s attention allocation to emotional information using other eye movement measures, such as scanning
patterns within face stimuli (e.g., eyes and mouth), and
within affective attention control paradigms (e.g., McSorley
& van Reekum, 2013), may help to further characterize attentional biases in at-risk children. There were also some
limitations that highlight important areas of future research.
First, as noted above, the study was cross sectional, and longitudinal research is needed to determine if (and how) maternal depression contributes to the prospective development
of attentional biases in children, and how this effect may be
moderated by variation in specific genes. Second, additional
research is needed to better understand how the nature and
function of attentional biases may change across develop-
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ment, from patterns of attentional avoidance of emotionally
aversive stimuli to difficulties disengaging attention from
these stimuli. Third, our study is based on the hypothesis
that attentional avoidance represents a maladaptive emotion
regulation strategy in children of depressed mothers, and future research is needed to more precisely examine children’s
neural and/or physiological reactivity to sad facial stimuli
and how this may be modulated by patterns of gaze allocation. Fourth, as with any genetic association study, there is
always the possibility that unmeasured genetic or other influences may have accounted for the findings. Nevertheless,
the similarity of findings across CRHR1 and FKBP5 lends
some support to our pathway-based model, suggesting that
variations in genes associated with HPA axis activity may
moderate the impact of maternal depression on the development of attentional biases in children.2 Fifth, although we
focused on polygenic influences, we only included variation
in three genes in this study and limited our focus to additive
influences across the variants (i.e., unweighted influence).
Larger studies are needed to examine a broader collection
of genes within a given biological pathway and also to examine more complex relations among genes examined (e.g.,
epistatic influences).
In conclusion, the results of the current study help to explain the mixed results obtained in previous studies examining attentional biases among children of depressed mothers.
Specifically, although these studies have consistently shown
that children of depressed mothers exhibit attentional biases
for sad faces, there was disagreement about whether this
bias reflected preferential attention toward sad faces (Joormann et al., 2007; Kujawa et al., 2011) versus attentional
avoidance of these faces (Gibb et al., 2009). The current results suggest that children’s genotype has an important influence on the nature of bias present. Specifically, although
preferential attention to sad faces was observed in children
of mothers with a history of MDD during the children’s lives,
this was due primarily to children with genotypes associated
with low HPA axis reactivity. Among children with genotypes associated with heightened HPA axis reactivity, there
was evidence for attentional avoidance of sad faces combined
with preferential attention toward happy faces, which may reflect an attempt at emotion regulation. These findings highlight the importance of considering the potential influence
of specific genetic factors and also suggest that current cognitive models of depression may need to be modified to address possible developmental differences in the expression
and function of attentional biases.
2. Current and lifetime diagnoses of DSM-IV anxiety disorders were also assessed for mothers and children. Lifetime diagnoses of anxiety disorders
in mothers or children were not significantly related to children’s attentional biases. In addition, the main effects of PGRS among children of depressed mothers on sustained attention for happy and sad faces were maintained when statistically controlling for the influence of lifetime anxiety
diagnoses in mothers and children, and when excluding dyads in which
the mother or child met criteria for a current anxiety disorder. Details of
these analyses are available from the first author.
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